Abstract Traditional machine vision assumes that the vision system recovers a complete, labeled description of the world [10] . Recently, several researchers have criticized this model and proposed an alternative model that considers perception as a distributed collection of task-specific, context-driven visual routines [1, 12] 
I Introduction
One of the hardest problems when building a real robotic autonomous agent is the perception problem. Traditional machine vision assumes that the vision system produces a labeled, perfectly resolved model of the world, distinguishing and representing all objects [10] . This turns out to be an extremely difficult, if not impossible, problem to solve in practice.
Active vision is a new paradigm for machine vision that has received significant attention recently [2, 1] . The insight that active vision applies to the problem is that almost all of the time an intelligent agent does not even need all the information in a fully descriptive representation, since it is involved in a particular task that only requires specific knowledge of certain objects. Several I don't need to process and represent all the paper clips, papers, every character on every paper, and all the rest of the clutter usually on a desk. I just want information on my hand, the cup, and anything that might be in the way of my hand and the cup. Furthermore, that information will be different information than I might extract if I were intent on drawing the cup. Thus, active vision requires more work on the part of the central system.
To explain how task-dependent visual processing could be implemented, Shimon Ullman proposes the visual routines model [12] . This model describes a set of primitive routines that can be applied to an input image in order to find certain spatial relations between objects as well as other useful information. He suggests that given a specific task by the central control system, the visual routines processor compiles an appropriate visual routine and applies it to a base representation of the input image, perhaps changing it in some way or returning a result. It may then be requested to solve another visual task in response to that answer, and so on. Ullman does not go into detail on how routines are developed in the first place, how they are stored, or how they are chosen and applied. One possible answer is that the central system does some intelligent reasoning in order to determine which routine will solve the task.
Ramachandran, a human vision researcher, disagrees with this solution and suggests the "utilitarian theory" of perception [11] . He argues that because many other systems in the human body are collections of ad hoc pieces that all function in their own way but tend to work together, perception is likely to be the same. He argues that this is the manner in which natural selection operates-anything that works will be used whenever it works. Hence, he concludes, perception is like a "bag of tricks" selected by evolution to solve various perceptual subproblems. Whichever trick has proven to work for a particular problem will be the one used for that problem in the future.
In creating a computer vision system, we have at our disposal a powerful alternativethe programmer. This person can design visual routines that solve a given task, test them and refine them, and, it is hoped, reach an optimal solution. This may be a reasonable approach in limited cases, such as the Sonja system by David Chapman [3] , which has a set of routines designed by Chapman for solving different visual tasks involved in playing a particular video game. The set of routines is fairly small and fixed, allowing a programmer to work them out by hand.
Another similar example (and the one on which we will focus) is the simple vision system used by the ALIVE (Artificial Life Interactive Video Environment) virtual environment project [8, 9] . In this system, a user can interact in real time with a computer graphics creature using gestures that are interpreted by a vision system. This system employed a set of hand-coded, low-level heuristics for solving simple, specific, visual tasks involved in efficiently processing camera input of a person interacting with the system. These tasks included perception problems such as "Find the hands," "Is the person sitting?" and "Is the person pointing?"
The problem with this method is that it ties up a lot of programmer-hours fiddling with knobs and parameters and conditions, trying to get something that works well all the time. If a new problem is approached, a new set of routines has to be created. Also, it is difficult for the programmer to anticipate all cases in which the program should work.
This article describes a method for automatically producing a visual routine appropriate for a given task by using simulated evolution of computer programs in the style of John Koza [7] . The article is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses previous work on visual routines. Section 3 describes the particular perception task on which we concentrated, namely finding the left and right hand of a person in a black-and-white silhouette that was extracted from a real camera image. Section [11] , we try to develop visual routines automatically for particular tasks that are relevant to a system using artificial evolution. This work is related to the research described in [4] , which also evolves visually guided behaviors. However, in contrast to that research, the work presented here uses actual camera images, rather than simulated ones. Also, this research focuses on internal visual processing rather than using vision to guide behavior. 3 The Problem-Find the Hands
The simple image-processing application on which we focus is the task of finding the hands in a bitmap silhouette of a person. This task was a critical routine for the ALIVE project [9] , which provided information about a person's hand position to agents in the virtual world. For ALIVE, a visual routine was specifically programmed for this task, and applied when hand location was desired. We restrict the problem slightly for this study, to see if genetic programming can solve subgoals of the overall task. Specifically, we ask that the genetic programming system evolve a program for finding the "left" or "right" hand in the silhouette when the hand is below or at the shoulder line and the person is facing mostly toward the camera. The left hand is defined to be the one on the left side of the bitmap, because we don't have enough information to be sure the person isn't facing the wrong way. We define the right hand in like manner. Furthermore, our evolved solution need not find both hands at once-we evolve programs for finding the left hand and right hand separately.
The ALIVE system allows a user to interact with a virtual agent using a set of natural hand gestures. A video camera captures an image of the user, which is both used for hand gesture recognition and is directly composited in real time with the graphical world. The composite image is displayed on a life-size projection screen in front of the user. The effect is as if users were looking into a "magic mirror"-they see a mirror image of themselves (their live video image) composited with the graphics world. They interact with the creatures in the virtual world by gestures that are appropriate for the domain. For example, they can point and a creature will walk in the indicated direction. They can wave and it will return. ALIVE uses single-color background subtraction, a method used often for video special effects. The user stands in front of a wall of known color and is observed with a video camera. The algorithm then replaces pixels matching the background color with computer graphics output and leaves the foreground as live video, with the effect that the user is superimposed on the graphics. In addition, it returns a binary image mask that provides a silhouette of the foreground region. This output is used directly as input for the vision system and is the source of our fitness case silhouettes (see Figure 1 ). We used a total of 46 fitness cases in the experiments described below (and used 46 mirrored silhouettes as evaluation test cases).
The fitness cases we used were cropped silhouettes produced from the full-frame images by finding the largest connected component and then cropping the image to the bounding box of that object. For our purpose, we presume a universal routine has already performed this task. Because we are using silhouettes, several of the fitness cases are extremely difficult to solve because part of the hand is in front of the body or not easily locatable. The "correct" hand locations were determined by manual inspection; for the difficult cases, a best guess was given as a location near the waist. Note that it is not expected that the program will find the actual hands in these degenerate cases; indeed, the original ALIVE system will only run the hand finding routine when it is likely that they are visible in the silhouette. Based on Koza's original genetic programming (GP) algorithm, we implemented a typed GP system for solving the restricted-hands problem. We refrain from a full discussion of GP here and give only salient points. Koza discusses this system and variations of it at great length in his book [7] . The system used here is similar to Koza's except for the addition of the type specification described below and several other small improvements.
The genetic operations used in this work are copying, crossover, and mutation. Copying involves copying a certain percentage of individuals to the new generation roughly in proportion to their fitness (Koza calls this "fitness-proportionate reproduction"). Crossover chooses two individuals at random, again roughly proportional to fitness, and swaps randomly chosen subtrees. Mutation picks a random subtree and replaces it with a newly generated subtree. Better results were obtained using the Artificial Life Volume 1, Number 4 tournament selection method described in [7] , which picks k individuals at random and chooses the one with the best fitness (effectively a tournament between the individuals, hence tournament selection). This can be used for copying and for selecting the two individuals for crossover. Tournament selection seems to keep the system from converging prematurely due to one individual swamping the population. 
Functions
We chose a set of primitive functions that was similar to that used in the original ALIVE code. These were the following:
• Point Operators (pt+, pt-, point-between) • Feature Detectors (find-bottom-edge, find-top-edge) • Point List Filters (leftmost-point, rightmost-point, average-point)
The first two operators add and subtract points. The third, point-between, takes two points (which define a rectangle) and two percents and returns the point in the rectangle specified in normalized coordinates by the percents.
The edge detectors look for a fixed-size edge in a rectangular window specified by two points. One detector finds a transition from dark to light as the y-value increases, the other a transition from light to dark. These are implemented as matched filters. A fixed-size edge template (five pixels wide by four high, with half the pixels on) is convolved around the image, and the normalized correlation to the template is computed at every offset location. The set of all locations in the image with the largest normalized correlation value is then returned. It is hoped that the system will discover a small enough window of the image on which to apply the filters so that the result set is small and the points near the desired solution.
The point list filters return the point with the smallest x-coordinate, point with the largest Early runs used just a sum of absolute errors instead of the logarithmic sum. This tended to reduce overall fitness, but didn't optimize the number of hits-that is, it found only average results on all cases rather than trying to optimize accuracy. It seemed that the system was missing potentially very good solutions because it happened to be way off on just a few bad cases. In order to maximize hits, we first tried replacing the sum of absolute errors with the number of misses. This fared poorly, probably due to lack of gradient information on whether one solution was better than another, even if both had the same number of hits. A noticable improvement was discovered by adding the logarithmic sum, which effectively considered points way off or very far off to be about the same fitness. This has the effect of giving gradient information for near misses, but just some bad score if it wasn't close at all. Several suggestions for ways to avoid this "sensitivity to fitness function," which seems to be a problem in GP, are discussed in section 6.
Results
We ran our system on the fitness cases described above, using a population size of 500. Copy percent was zero, crossover was 85%, and mutation was 15%. The effective copy rate was still about 10% due to failed crossovers,2 however. The initial program maximum depth was 5, the maximum program depth after crossover or mutation was 11, and the maximum mutation subtree depth was 4 Results for the right-hand runs are summarized in Figures 6-9 (57% accuracy) and a fitness of 53-3-This is not as good as the evolved version for the right side; however, the best right-hand program gets 32 hits (70% accuracy), which is not far from that. Therefore, it does generalize to some degree.
We also tested the best right-hand program on the flipped left-hand cases. It gets 27 hits (59% accuracy) and a fitness of 54.5. This is not nearly as good as the evolved programs for the left side, but it is still much better than random. Clearly some generalization is occurring. A probable explanation for the poor performance is that there were less "good" fitness cases in the right-hand set from which to learn, hobbling the evolution. It also had to Our implementation used a typed paradigm for genetic programming, which restricts the algorithm search space and improves the speed of convergence. We found empirically that in our fitness domain, which considered the distance of a predicted hand location from the actual hand location, the use of a "robust" fitness function that weighted errors logarithmically yielded considerably improved results than a linear or squared fitness function.
